Economic and social impacts of COVID-19 and public health measures: results from an anonymous online survey in Thailand, Malaysia, the UK, Italy and Slovenia
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ABSTRACT

Objectives To understand the impact of COVID-19 and public health measures on different social groups, we conducted a mixed-methods study in five countries (‘SEBCOV—social, ethical and behavioural aspects of COVID-19’). Here, we report the results of the online survey.

Study design and statistical analysis Overall, 5058 respondents from Thailand, Malaysia, the UK, Italy and Slovenia completed the self-administered survey between May and June 2020. Poststratification weighting was applied, and associations between categorical variables assessed. Frequency counts and percentages were used to summarise categorical data. Associations between categorical variables were assessed using Pearson’s χ² test. Data were analysed in Stata 15.0

Results Among the five countries, Thai respondents reported having been most, and Slovenian respondents least, affected economically. The following factors were associated with greater negative economic impacts: being 18–24 years or 65 years or older; lower education levels; larger households; having children under 18 in the household and having flexible/no income. Regarding social impact, respondents expressed most concern about their social life, physical health, mental health and well-being.

There were large differences between countries in terms of voluntary behavioural change, and in compliance and agreement with COVID-19 restrictions. Overall, self-reported compliance was higher among respondents who self-reported a high understanding of COVID-19. UK respondents felt able to cope the longest and Thai respondents the shortest with only going out for essential needs or work. Many respondents reported seeing news perceived to be fake, the proportion varying between countries, with education level and self-reported levels of understanding of COVID-19.

Conclusions Our data showed that COVID-19 and public health measures have uneven economic and social impacts on people from different countries and social groups. Understanding the factors associated with these
INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 is a respiratory disease caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV2, which is transmitted through droplets, close contact and aerosols.\(^1\) The SARS-CoV2 outbreak was first reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, China,\(^3\) with the WHO declaring it a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020 and a global pandemic on 11 March 2020.\(^1\)

In the absence of widely available vaccines and pharmaceutical treatments, the impact of COVID-19 is being mitigated using non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs).\(^4\) Examples of NPIs include social distancing (or ‘physical distancing’) measures, such as isolation of sick individuals, quarantine of exposed individuals, contact tracing, voluntary shielding, travel-related restrictions and personal protective measures, such as hand hygiene and wearing face masks.\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\) Scientific evidence indicates that NPIs are effective measures to contain a pandemic and ease pressures on healthcare systems.\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\) However, authorities and policymakers need to consider the societal, economic and ethical impacts of these public health measures, in particular on vulnerable groups.\(^11\)\(^12\) Such impacts can help to inform future public health interventions and mitigate their negative consequences.

**Trial registration number** TCTR20200401002.

METHODS

**Study area**

The survey was conducted in five countries (population in 2020 indicated in brackets:\(^20\) Thailand (69.8 million) and Malaysia (32.4 million) in Southeast Asia; and UK (67.9 million), Italy (60.5 million) and Slovenia (2.1 million) in Europe.

**Survey development**

The survey contained five sections with 36 questions (single-answer multiple choice and five-point Likert scales) on (1) sociodemographic information; (2) income, occupation status and economic impacts of COVID-19 restrictions; (3) sources of, preferences and perceptions regarding COVID-19-related communications, and the occurrence of ‘fake news’ (untrue information presented as news) and (4) perceived levels of understanding of COVID-19 and NPIs, agreement with NPIs, voluntary behavioural changes and concerns and coping strategies relating to restrictions.\(^21\) The Malaysia and UK surveys were administered in English, with the other surveys translated into the respective country languages. The self-administered online survey was set up using the ‘JISC Online surveys’ platform.\(^22\)

**Patient and public involvement**

The survey questions were pilot-tested with 25 people from participating countries, and revised accordingly based on feedback. In addition, the Bangkok Health Research Ethics Interest Group, a public involvement group set up by the Mahidol Oxford Tropical Medicine Research Unit,\(^23\) discussed the study and the survey questions in a dedicated virtual meeting. Selected questions were tested using an adapted cognitive testing technique using the ‘thinking out loud’ approach,\(^24\) and the collaborative virtual sticky notes board ‘Padlet’.

**Participant selection and recruitment**

Adults of any age residing in Thailand, Italy, Malaysia, UK or Slovenia at the time of the study were eligible to take part. Participants needed to be able to use a computer or smart phone to access the survey and provide online consent to participate.

The survey was open from 1 May to 30 June 2020 (1–30 June for Slovenia due to late start). Participants were recruited using a combination of approaches: snowball sampling through personal and professional networks (via email, social media and messenger apps, mailing lists and organisations such as the Medical Chamber\(^26\) in Slovenia); a polling company\(^27\) in Thailand and through promoted posts on Facebook. Facebook allows users to ‘boost’ posts to selected demographic audiences for a small fee, so that the post appears on their Facebook newsfeed.\(^28\) To achieve more balanced responses in the categories of gender, education level and geographic distribution, promoted Facebook posts were targeted at people with primary or lower/secondary education in UK and Malaysia; potential participants in Wales, Scotland...
and Northern Ireland in the UK and at men in the UK and Italy.

Sample size
Each country aimed to recruit a minimum sample of 600 respondents, exceeding the 40–200 respondents recommended for a mixed-methods study.28 A minimum sample size of 600 respondents is adequate to estimate the prevalence of a response assuming a 50% prevalence rate, with 95% confidence and with a precision of 4%. The 50% prevalence is the standard assumption for precision sample size calculations when the true prevalence is not available, as this gives the highest sample size for a binomial distribution for a desired level of precision. The following sample size formula was used $n = \left( \frac{Z_{\alpha/2} \times \sqrt{P(1-P)}}{d} \right)^2$ where $P$ is the anticipated prevalence, $d$ is the margin of error, $Z_{\alpha/2}$ is the standard normal value corresponding to the upper tail probability of $\alpha/2$, $\alpha=0.05$ (for a 95% CI) and $n$ is the sample size.

Statistical analysis
To simplify analysis, answers in the following categories were combined as follows: ‘slightly agree/highly agree’ were combined into one ‘agree’, category and ‘slightly/strongly disagree’ responses into one ‘disagree’ category. To understand the distribution of the basic demographic variables in the respondent sample, the observed frequencies and sample characteristics are reported using unweighted percentages (online supplemental table 1). The characteristics for the rest of the variables are presented using the observed survey frequency counts followed by weighted percentages (online supplemental tables 2–37). Poststratification weighting was used to align the composition of the respondents’ sample with the known distribution of the whole population’s characteristics, reducing sampling error. Weights were computed considering three stratifying variables that were available from population census data for each country,30 namely, gender, age and education level. Weights were obtained as the ratio between the proportion of each possible combination of the three variables in the whole country population and the correspondent proportion in the respondent sample.

Survey data were analysed using Stata V.15.0 software.31 Frequency counts and percentages were used to summarise categorical data. Associations between categorical variables were assessed using Pearson’s $\chi^2$ test. $p$ values have been provided in the tables and considered statistically significant below the two-sided $\alpha=0.05$ level. All $p$ values presented in the tables are for global tests of significance. Practical significance was taken into account when interpreting differences in the results.

RESULTS
At the time of the inception of this study, governments in Thailand, Malaysia, Italy, the UK and Slovenia had initiated public health measures, using varying degrees of ‘lockdowns’ to curb the pandemic. Figure 1 shows a visualisation of the ‘Stringency Index’ (SI) of the public health responses of the five government over the study period, drawing on data provided by the Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT).32 The OxCGRT tool tracks government policies and interventions from more than 180 countries on standardised indicators, and aggregates the data into a ‘SI’ for each country on a scale from 0 to 100, with 100 indicating the strictest response.32 For example, Italy had the strictest public health measures in early May (SI=93) and then gradually lifted and reintroduced restrictions, whereas restrictions in the UK remained at around the same level (SI=69–76) throughout the study period. Restrictions in Slovenia were substantially eased from June onwards (SI=33).

Characteristics of survey respondents
A total of 5058 participants took part in the survey: 1476 respondents from Thailand (29%), 827 from Malaysia (16%), 1009 from the UK (20%), 712 from Italy (14%) and 1034 from Slovenia (20%; online supplemental table 1, unweighted data). Overall, around 40% identified as male, around 60% as female and around 1% as ‘other/prefer not to say’. Of all respondents, 8% were 18–24 years old, 17% were aged 25–34 years old, 65% were 35–64 years old and 10% fell into the 65+ age group. Overall, 33% had primary or lower (from here on referred to as ‘primary’) or secondary education, whereas 67% had tertiary education. Overall, 21% of respondents lived in large households with five or more people. A total of 59% of respondents received a fixed income (salary/benefits/pension), 31% had flexible income (contract and freelance) and 10% received no or ‘other income’. Overall, 36% lived with children under 18 years in their household, and 29% reported that they or a household member belonged to a ‘vulnerable group’ (persons aged 70 or older, pregnant women or people with serious health conditions). Finally, 19% were healthcare provider/workers. Online supplemental table 1 provides
the breakdown by country. All results in the following subsections are presented as weighted percentages.

Views on economic impacts of COVID-19 and public health measures

In order to understand the economic impacts of COVID-19, respondents who had been working before the pandemic (paid or unpaid work) were asked whether COVID-19 had created any work-related inconvenience for them. Overall, 56% of respondents said that they experienced loss of earnings, 44% reduction of working hours, 36% closure of workplace and 14% job loss (figure 2, online supplemental table 2). A total of 75% reported that they continued to work during COVID-19. Of all respondents, 53% expressed financial concerns, and 32% worried about professional/career progression. Our results indicated that the most affected country was Thailand, with 85% of respondents reporting loss of earnings, 23% loss of job and 86% expressing financial concerns (online supplemental table 2). In contrast, fewer Slovenian respondents appeared to be affected economically, for example, 30% reported loss of earnings, 3% reported loss of job, and 27% had financial concerns.

To investigate the impact of public health measures on different social groups, we analysed responses based on gender, level of education, age group, household size, whether respondents lived with children under 18 years and type of income.

Overall, there were no significant differences between male, female and respondents who identified as ‘other/prefer not to say’, and who had been working before COVID-19, in terms of loss of earnings, loss of job, reduction of working hours and closure of workplace (figure 2, online supplemental table 3). Overall, fewer women continued to work during COVID-19 (71% women vs 78% men; p=0.010). The trend was similar at country level, except for Malaysia (73% women vs 67% men; online supplemental table 3).

Overall, 65% of respondents with primary and secondary education who had been working before COVID-19 reported a loss of earnings, compared with 38% of respondents with tertiary education (p<0.001; figure 2, online supplemental table 4). More respondents with primary/secondary education lost their job (17% vs 8%; p<0.001), and had their working hours reduced (47% vs 37%; p<0.001). Fewer respondents with primary/secondary education continued to work (71%, vs 83%, p<0.001), and 59% reported financial concerns (vs 41%; p<0.001). This trend was mirrored at country level. Respondents with primary/secondary education were most affected in Thailand, where 90% reported loss of earnings, 24% reported loss of job, and 89% reported financial concerns (online supplemental table 4). Only 65% of respondents with primary/secondary education in Malaysia (vs 90% with tertiary education) and 59% in Italy (vs 79%) continued to work during COVID-19.

In order to assess whether age was a factor associated with economic impact, respondents were divided into four age groups in the analysis: 18–24-year olds, 25–34-year olds, 35–64-year olds and over 65-year olds (figure 2, online supplemental tables 5a–b). There were significant differences between age groups regarding loss of earnings (p=0.044): 67% of 65+ year olds reported loss of earnings, compared with 59% of 18–24-year olds, 47% of 25–34-year olds and 56% of 35–64-year olds. There were no significant differences overall regarding loss of job (p=0.053). However, the 18–24-year olds appeared to be most affected through reduction of working hours (p=0.016) and closure of workplace (p=0.001). Only 54% of 18–24-year olds and 68% of 65+ year olds continued to work during COVID-19, compared with 78% of 25–34 and 78% of 35–64-year olds (p=0.001). Analysing by country, the
18–24-year olds reported the higher job losses compared with the other groups in Thailand (32%), Malaysia (42%) and the UK (19%). Those over 65 years old were particularly affected in Italy, where 87% of 65+ year olds who had been working before COVID-19 reported loss of earnings, and 42% reported loss of job (n=12). In all countries, fewer 18–24-year olds continued to work during COVID-19, and in all countries except Thailand, fewer 65+ year olds continued to work during COVID-19.

Overall, more respondents living in larger households, and more respondents living with children under 18 in the household reported economic impacts (figure 2, online supplemental tables 6 and 7). Overall, 64% of respondents whose household included five people or more reported loss of earnings (compared with 53% of households with 1–4 people; p=0.003), and 20% reported loss of job (compared with 12%; p=0.005; online supplemental table 6). More respondents with children reported a loss of earnings compared with respondents without children (62% vs 53%; p=0.005), and higher job loss (18% vs 12%; p=0.008; online supplemental table 7). Analysing by country, respondents living with children appeared to be particularly affected in Thailand and Malaysia.

We also analysed responses according to three types of income: fixed income (eg, fixed salary, benefits or pension), flexible income (eg, contract, freelance) and other/no income (figure 2; online supplemental table 8). We did not ask for amount of income. Overall, respondents with fixed income were less affected economically than those with flexible or other/no income. Of the latter, only 38% reported loss of earnings, compared with 81% of respondents with flexible income and 69% of respondents with other/no income (p<0.001). Only 8% of people with fixed income had lost their job, compared with 22% with flexible income and 27% with other/no income (p<0.001). At country level, the trends were similar (online supplemental table 8). Fewer people with flexible or other/no income continued to work in Malaysia (42% with flexible/25% with no/other income, compared with 83% with fixed income; p<0.001), UK (57%/62%, compared with 79%; p<0.001), Italy (51%/15%, compared with 81%; p<0.001) and Slovenia (57%/59%, compared with 84%; p<0.001).

Views on social impacts of COVID-19 and public health measures

We asked respondents if they were concerned about the following areas of life if advised no physical contact/ not allowed to go out/allowed to go out only for essential needs: caring responsibilities, physical health, recreational pursuits, sports, mental health and well-being, living arrangements, infrastructure (eg, access to transport, internet), social and religious and spiritual needs/ aspects (online supplemental table 9). Overall, respondents expressed most concern about their social life (64%), their physical health (59%) and their mental health and well-being (58%). This trend was largely similar in individual countries, except for Thailand, where caring responsibilities attracted the most concern (62%); Malaysia, where 58% were concerned about religion and spirituality and Slovenia, where 65% of people worried about recreational aspects. In general, there were no major differences between gender (online supplemental table 10), age groups (online supplemental table 11), education level (online supplemental table 12), household size (online supplemental table 13), living with children (online supplemental table 14) or income type (online supplemental table 15). However, two areas with the most significant differences between demographic groups were caring responsibilities and living arrangements. For example, 52% of women (compared with 42% of men and 46% of ‘other/prefer not to say’, p<0.001; online supplemental table 10), and 64% of those living with children under 18 (compared with 38% of those without children, p<0.001; online supplemental table 14) expressed concerns about caring responsibilities. Concerns about living arrangements were reported by 39% of those with primary/secondary education (compared with 26% with tertiary, p<0.001; online supplemental table 12), and 41% of those living in households with five or more people (compared with 28% in households with 1–4 people, p<0.001; online supplemental table 13). We asked respondents how many days they could cope with not going out except for essential needs/ work, with answer options ranging from 1 to 59 days or more. In total, 44% of respondents said that they could cope for 29 days or longer (online supplemental table 16). However, coping time varied significantly between countries (p<0.001): in the UK, 60% of people felt they would be able to cope for 29 days or longer, whereas in Thailand, only 26% of respondents said that they could cope this long. Overall, gender and age did not appear to be associated with coping time (online supplemental tables 17 and 18). Factors that appeared to be associated with lower coping times were living in households with five or more people (p=0.023, online supplemental table 19), with children under 18 years (p=0.004, online supplemental table 20), having primary/secondary education (p<0.001, online supplemental table 21), and receiving flexible income (p<0.001; online supplemental table 22). Indicators varied at country level.

Self-reported compliance and acceptance of public health measures

Next, we explored which factors were associated with compliance and agreement with public health measures. Of all respondents, 67% reported that they had changed their social behaviour before government restrictions were implemented (figure 3; online supplemental table 23). There were significant differences at country level (p<0.001): 93% of Thai respondents reported voluntary prerestricion behaviour change, followed by the UK (68%) and Malaysia (64%). Slovenian (47%) and Italian respondents (47%) reported the lowest levels of voluntary prerestricion behaviour change. Overall, 92% of respondents had used sanitizer products and alcohol, 82%...
avoided physical contact with anyone and 79% avoided physical contact with only vulnerable groups. In Thailand and Malaysia, 96% and 95% of respondents indicated that they had been using personal protective equipment (eg, face masks and gloves), compared with only 33% in UK, 55% in Italy and 67% in Slovenia (p<0.001). We also asked respondents how much they agreed with quarantine/isolation/social distancing measures and the statement that these are a necessary strategy to help control COVID-19 (online supplemental table 23). There was a significant difference between countries (p<0.001): agreement with public health measures was highest among respondents from Thailand (94%) and lowest among those from Slovenia (around 75%).

Overall, fewer male than female respondents changed their social behaviour before the government implemented official restrictions (65% and 70%, respectively, p=0.039; figure 3, online supplemental table 24). At country level, fewer men than women reported changing their social behaviour voluntarily, except in Thailand, where reported changes among men and women were similar (94%/92%, p=0.426). Overall, there were no significant differences between men and women when asked about how much they agreed with public health measures and the statement that these are a necessary strategy to help control COVID-19 (p=0.191; online supplemental table 24).

When it came to education level, there were no significant differences between respondents with primary/secondary and those with tertiary education regarding voluntary behaviour change before government-imposed restrictions (p=0.369), and agreement with public health measures and the statement that these are a necessary strategy to help control COVID-19 (p=0.304; figure 3, online supplemental table 25). Indicators varied at country level.

Overall, 70% of 18–34-year olds and 70% of 35–64-year olds indicated that they had voluntarily changed their behaviour before government restrictions, compared with only 57% of 65+ year olds (p=0.004; figure 3, online supplemental table 26). This trend was similar at country level, except in Italy where 57% of 65+ year olds were most likely to change their behaviour, compared with 44% of 18–34% and 44% of 35–64-year olds. Overall, agreement with voluntary restrictions was similar across age groups (p=0.271; online supplemental table 26), but fewer 65+ year expressed agreement with restrictions that were government-enforced (p=0.003). Respondents over 65 years old in Slovenia reported the lowest agreement with the statement that quarantine/isolation/social distancing are a necessary strategy to help control COVID-19 (67%), compared with 96% in Thailand and 100% in Malaysia.

Finally, self-reported levels of understanding of COVID-19 did not significantly affect voluntary change of behaviour (p=0.091), or agreement with public health measures (p=0.688; online supplemental table 27).

**Self-perceived level of understanding of COVID-19**

We asked respondents to indicate their perceived level of understanding of COVID-19. Overall, 59% of respondents indicated a ‘high/very high’ level of understanding, 36% reported ‘some’ understanding, and only 5% reported ‘very little/none’ (figure 4, online supplemental table 28). There were significant differences at country level (p<0.001): perceived levels of understanding were highest in Slovenia (66% reported ‘high/very high’, and 30% ‘some’ understanding) and Thailand (63% ‘high/very high’ and 33% ‘some’), and lowest in Italy, with 47% reporting ‘high/very high’, and 30% reporting ‘some’ level of understanding.

To probe for factors associated with perceived level of understanding of COVID-19, we broke down responses
by gender, age, education and healthcare worker status (figure 4, online supplemental table 29). Overall, there was no significant difference between men, women and people who identified as other or preferred not to say (p=0.058; figure 4, online supplemental table 29). Age appeared to be a factor, as only 52% of 18–34-year old respondents self-reported ‘high/very high’ understanding compared with 62% of 35–64-year olds and 60% of 65+ year olds (p=0.033). Overall, fewer respondents with primary and secondary education self-reported ‘high/very high’ understanding (56% indicated ‘high/very high’ compared with 66% with tertiary education, p<0.001). Finally, healthcare worker status was associated with perceived higher understanding (p=0.001). This trend was similar at country level, except for Malaysia, where 49% of healthcare workers reported ‘high/very high’ understanding compared with 52% of non-healthcare workers (p=0.805) (online supplemental table 29).

Overall, higher levels of perceived understanding of COVID-19 were associated with higher levels of perceived understanding of public health measures (p<0.001; online supplemental table 30). For example, 88% of respondents who self-reported ‘high/very high’ understanding of COVID-19 and 50% who reported ‘some’ understanding felt that they had a ‘high/very high’ level of understanding of public health measures. In contrast, only 27% of respondents who reported ‘very little/no’ understanding of COVID-19 indicated a high understanding of public health measures.

Information about COVID-19, unclear information and fake news
Throughout the study period, all five countries were running coordinated public information campaigns (online supplemental figure 1). When respondents were asked how they receive/received information about COVID-19 (online supplemental table 31), most reported traditional mass media (TV, radio, newspapers; 93%), followed by online methods (websites, email; 83%) and social media and messenger apps (79%). When asked about their preferences for receiving information, the top three responses were traditional mass media (78%), government or institution’s website (77%) and online (76%). There were no significant differences based on gender (online supplemental table 32). Fewer respondents over 65 years said that they had used online channels or social media and messenger apps, and they expressed significantly lower preference for these channels too. For example, only 66% of over 65 year olds wanted to receive information online, compared with 78%/79% of the other age groups (p<0.001), and only 52% of over 65 year olds expressed preference for social media and messenger apps, compared with 64%/64% (p=0.005; online supplemental table 33). Overall, most respondents with primary/secondary education and those with tertiary education had received information through traditional mass media, and social media/messenger apps (online supplemental table 34). Fewer respondents with primary/secondary education had used online channels in the form of websites and emails (79% vs 92%, p<0.001), and more had received face-to-face information compared with those with tertiary education (43% vs 35%, p<0.001; online supplemental table 34). However, both education level groups indicated that their preferred methods of communication were mass media channels, online methods and government/institutions’ websites.
We asked respondents if they had seen unclear or conflicting information about COVID-19 in nine categories relating to infection, symptoms and various public health measures. Overall, between 36% and 54% of respondents indicated that they had seen such information. Ways to avoid the infection (54%), government support schemes (52%) and testing (51%) were identified as the most unclear areas (online supplemental table 35). Thailand reported the lowest levels of seeing unclear or conflicting information in most categories (around 35%–40%), while respondents in the UK reported the highest levels in most categories (around 55%–70%). Overall, those with tertiary education reported significantly higher levels of seeing unclear or conflicting information than those with primary/secondary education in almost all categories (p<0.001) except government support schemes (online supplemental table 36).

When asked ‘Have you come across news about the following COVID-19 topics that seemed fake to you?’, overall 63% of respondents had encountered news on ‘Coronavirus as an engineered modified virus’, 60% reported seeing ‘general spread of fear’ and 51% had come across seemingly fake news about ‘numbers of infected/deceased people’, ‘home-made recipes to make sanitizer products’ and ‘alternative drugs/cure’ (figure 5, online supplemental table 35). Thailand reported the lowest percentages in all ‘fake news’ categories, with a range of 27%–42% (online supplemental table 35). Overall, respondents with tertiary education reported significantly higher levels of seeing ‘fake news’ in all categories compared with those with primary/secondary education (p<0.001; figure 5, online supplemental table 36). For example, only 56% of people with primary/secondary education reported coming across fake news about ‘coronavirus as an engineered modified virus’ versus 79% of those with tertiary education (p<0.001). There did not appear to be an association between self-reported levels of understanding of COVID-19 and seeing unclear/conflicting information or ‘fake news’ (online supplemental table 37).

**DISCUSSION**

Our results indicate how public health measures that were in place between 1 May and 30 June 2020 affected a cohort of over 5000 respondents across five countries, and thus contribute new data and insights to these research areas.
Groups most affected by COVID-19 public health measures

The following factors were associated with a negative economic impact: belonging to the age group 18–24 years or 65 and over, having lower education levels, living in larger households with five or more people, having children under 18 in the household and having flexible/no income. This suggests that COVID-19 public health measures can have greater negative impacts on already disadvantaged groups. Overall, it appeared that the 35–64-year old age group was less affected than other age groups. Possible explanations for this could be the types of sectors that younger and older people work in (eg, low paid or service industries), or for older workers, shielding guidance issued by governments, lower levels of digital skills for remote working, or discrimination in the form of ageism. There were no significant differences between gender groups in our overall analysis. However, other studies have shown that COVID-19 has had a greater impact on women (eg, women are more likely to have temporary contracts and disproportionately carry the burden of unpaid care). A more detailed gender analysis to further break down our survey results is currently underway.

Our results showed that among the countries surveyed, respondents from Thailand reported the most adverse impacts. Thailand is a middle-income country with a large informal economy, and relies heavily on the tourism industry (15% GDP). Thailand also had a high government SI during the period of the study (figure 1), which included closure of borders, businesses and nighttime curfews. This meant that many informal street vendors and those working in the tourism industry (eg, tour operators) had no income or lost their jobs.

Overall, about two-thirds of respondents were most concerned about the effects of public health measures on their social life, their physical health and their mental health and well-being. These findings resonate with other studies showing the substantial negative impact of COVID-19 restrictions on mental health, well-being and social life.

Self-reported compliance and behavioural changes

A number of quantitative online surveys have examined experiences, knowledge, attitude and perceptions towards COVID-19 and public health measures, at country level, and among different social groups. Our findings show that self-reported compliance and behavioural change seemed to differ between countries. For example, respondents in Thailand indicated significantly higher levels of compliance, acceptance of public health measures and voluntary behavioural change compared with other countries. Although our survey was unable to implicate causality, it may contribute to better understanding of why Thailand has the lowest number of COVID-19 cases relative to its population among the countries who took part in the survey. Some of our results with regard to gender and age were similar to trends reported in other studies. For example, results from a Hong Kong study showed that female respondents, and those who reported higher levels of understanding of COVID-19, were more likely to adopt social distancing measures. Similarly, a Chinese study found that men and those with a lower COVID-19 knowledge score were less likely to avoid crowded places or wear a mask outside. Using survey data from 27 countries, Daoust observed that compliance was not higher in older people even though they might be expected to comply more due to being a risk group. Similarly, our data showed that overall and in Malaysia, UK and Slovenia, far fewer respondents over 65 years reported changing their behaviour voluntarily before official restrictions came into place. However, overall, over 80% of respondents in all three age groups expressed agreement when asked if they would comply voluntarily or with government-mandated restrictions (online supplemental table 26).

Improving COVID-19 communication

Our findings indicated that younger age and lower education levels appeared to be associated with lower self-perceived/subjective levels of understanding of COVID-19. Also, higher self-reported levels of understanding of COVID-19 seemed to be associated with higher self-perceived levels of understanding of public health measures. A recent modelling study suggests that self-imposed public health measures combined with fast spreading of disease awareness in the population can help reduce transmission of the virus. Our findings suggest that specific groups of people, such as those with primary/secondary education levels and those 18–34-year old, may benefit most from targeted COVID-19 communication initiatives.

In terms of channels of communications, the three most popular channels across countries were traditional mass media, government or institutional websites and online media. Similar results emerged from a recent survey carried out in the Netherlands, Germany and Italy. However, respondents in Thailand reported that they preferred to receive information face-to-face, especially those with primary/secondary education. This suggests that in order for communication strategies to be effective, they need to be sensitive to population preferences and tailored to local contextual factors (eg, levels of connectivity, literacy).

Our survey showed that a significant proportion of the population received conflicting information and news that seemed fake to them, in particular about coronavirus being an engineered modified virus. These findings confirm other reports that misinformation and what has been termed the COVID-19 ‘infodemic’ is widespread. More efforts should be made to curb misinformation and disinformation, taking into account the needs of different groups.

Strengths and limitations

Our online survey enabled us to capture people’s experiences and concerns in multiple domains, in five countries,
all of which had restrictions in place, during the relatively early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic. To the best of our knowledge, the SEBCOV study was one of the largest international mixed-methods studies conducted on the impact of COVID-19. To maximise the number of respondents and the likelihood of getting honest answers, the survey was completely anonymous. Due to the relatively large sample of respondents in each country, we were able to compare population segments (eg, men vs women or younger vs older people) in our overall cohort and at country level. We did not aim to obtain nationally representative samples and acknowledge that although we used weighting strategies in our analysis, our results may not be fully representative of the populations in the respective countries. Similarly, there might be differences in the frequency of demographic groups (eg, 18–24 years old who had been working before COVID-19) between the different countries, which might affect the interpretation of our data at country level. Overall, there was a high proportion of respondents who were healthcare workers (19%), and some variation in this proportion between countries. This may have influenced the country-level analysis, in particular in the areas of perceived understanding, compliance/agreement and communication preferences.

Because the survey was online, only people who were literate, had internet access and had access to computers or smartphones could take part. Due to COVID-19 related restrictions, it was not possible to conduct face-to-face data collection to reach groups who were illiterate in the language of the survey, or who did not have access to online technology. This is likely to have biased our data towards more educated and economically advantaged populations. Our study was also subject to response bias and other biases arising from self-reporting and recall. Our study was designed to capture the views and perceptions of respondents on how COVID-19 impacted them socially and economically rather than standard social and economic impact indicator, which are captured by other studies. Similarly, our survey captured perceived level of understanding of COVID-19 and public health measures rather than actual level of understanding. We were able to identify communication needs and preferences of our respondents, which can be used as guidance for organisations running public health communication initiatives. As the media landscapes vary among countries, other factors like freedom of press or the proportion of digital media consumption are likely to influence people’s responses. Finally, as a cross-sectional survey, our data only sheds light on the prevalence of certain phenomena and opinions of respondents but does not imply causality.

The results of the survey reported here form part of a mixed-methods study, which also includes an in-depth qualitative study, the findings of which are currently being analysed and will be published separately. Combined, our results may help explain some of the trends reported in this survey, as well as the differences between countries and social groups. We have also conducted a preliminary analysis of unweighted Thai survey responses during May 2020, which includes more detailed breakdowns by regions within Thailand.66

CONCLUSION
Our data confirmed that COVID-19 and public health measures have unequal effects on different countries and different social groups within countries. As such, this study helps to expose some of the social and economic inequalities resulting from COVID-19 and public health measures, and contributes to an important body of research showing that NPIs have a greater impact on those who are socioeconomically disadvantaged. Our findings provide an indication of the social groups who may be most in need of support during pandemics, so that existing social inequalities are not perpetuated and worsened. Finally, our data can help to inform future strategies for effective communication in order to mitigate the impacts of COVID-19.
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